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Abstract—2D Photonic lenses (Convex-Convex, Convex-Plane,
Plane-Convex, Concave-Concave, Concave-plane, and PlaneConcave) have been designed, simulated and optimized for
optical communication using FDTD method. The effect of Crystal
structures (Rectangular, Hexagonal, Face centered Cubic (FCC),
Body centered Cubic (BCC), variation lattice constant (Λ), hole
radius(r), reflective index (n), is demonstrated to get optimized
parameters. Finally, with optimized parameters the effect of
variation of lens radius on focal lengths and Electrical Field
Intensity (Ey) is analyzed. Like optical lens, the focal length of
photonic lens is also increased with lens radii, has dependency on
optical axis. Moreover, with optimized parameters, ConcaveConcave lens have been found as an optimal photonic lens that
show sub-wavelength focusing with spatial resolutions9.22439μm (Rectangular crystal), 7.379512μm (Hexagonal
Crystal), 7.840732μm (FCC, BCC).
Keywords-Photonic crystals; photonic lens; body centered cubic;
face centered cubic.

I.

optimize the parameters (Hole Radius(r), Positions, Reflective
Index (n), Input Signal wavelength (λ), lattice constant (Λ),
Distances or position of lens, Focal length (f), Spatial
resolution(Δx)) to get optimal crystal structure (Rectangular)
with optimal photonic lens (Concave-Concave). Moreover,
focusing of the light is found smaller then square input
wavelength. Thus Sub-wavelength focusing has been found
for photonic lenses.
The Sub-wavelength focusing has great Effect in nanoscale imaging, coupling large bandwidth waveguide to lower
bandwidth waveguide applications and so on.
II.

THEORITICAL BACKGROUND

Propagation of light in photonic crystals is described by
Maxwell’s equations. Solving the equation under the condition
of no free charges or currents, we get the following equation
(

INTRODUCTION

In the recent years, a lot of research has been focused on
developing micro and nano photonic devices by using
Photonic Crystals (PCs). Photonic Crystals (PCs) are artificial
structure in which the periodic variation of dielectric constant
is used to control the flow of light. PCs may be 1D, 2D & 3D
crystal structure. Unlike electronic crystals (which are natural
structure) that control the flow of electron by periodic
variation of electron potential and follow Schrödinger
equation, PCs follow Maxwell’s equation [1].
Now a day, from the idea of controlling light by means of
Photonic Crystal (PC) has led to many proposals and
implementations for novel devices including different types of
focusing elements and nano-scale imaging field. This is
possible only for negative refraction effect. The traditional
limitation on Optical lenses is no lens can focus light onto an
area smaller than a square wavelength, overcome by Photonic
lenses as Super lenses [2].
We have proposed different photonic lenses (ConvexConvex, Convex-Plane, Plane-Convex, Concave-Concave,
Concave-plane, Plane-Concave) with Rectangular, Hexagonal,
Face-centered Cubic (FCC), Body centered Cubic (BCC)
photonic crystals for sub-wavelength focusing and try to
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Equation (1) is known as the master equation [1]. Here, ε
(r), H(r), ω and c represent the dielectric constant, the
magnetic field distribution, the frequency and the speed of
light in vacuum, respectively. Eq. (1) follows the BlochFloquet theorem, which proves that waves in 3D periodic
media can propagate without scattering. Their behavior
governed by a periodic function multiplied by a plane wave.
The Bloch modes have the form
(
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With eigenvalues
function satisfying:
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is a periodic envelope
(
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yielding a different Hermitian eigen problem over the
primitive cell of the lattice at each Bloch wave vector k.This
primitive cell is a finite domain if the structure is periodic in
all directions, leading to discrete eigenvalue labeled by n=1,
2… These eigenvalues when plotted with respect to the wave
vector, k forms the band diagram or dispersion diagrams [4].
These eigenvalues are periodically repeating functions of
k. The values at k are same as the values obtained at k+Gj.
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Here, Gj denotes the primitive reciprocal lattice vector [1].
Thus, eigenvalues can be computed for only the wave vector,
k. This unit cell repeats to form the entire lattice structure [1].
III.

LAYOUT DESIGN AND SIMULATION

We take SiO2 as a wafer material (reflective index 1.447)
with dimension- length-30μm and width-48μm, Gaussian
modulated continuous wave as an input signal with
wavelength 1.55μm. Both transverse and injection type of the
input is Modal. The input signal (Fig. a) used in the simulation
expressed as:

(B1)

Eyinc(x, zinc)= AT(t) F(x, zinc) sin (wt + θi)(4)
Where, A is the field amplitude and F (x, zinc) is the
transverse field location at the incident field location zinc. The
initial offset θi is the phase difference between points in the
incidence plane. This offset can be adjusted to define the
direction of the incident field.

(C1)

Figure a: Gaussian modulated continuous signal with time and frequency

The propagation of light in the waveguides is simulated by
2D Finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) method using a
standard simulator. FDTD is a time-domain numerical method
used for modeling the propagation of electromagnetic waves
in optical media, which is based on the discretization of
Maxwell’s equations in differential form in free space. Time
domain methods have been found to be very accurate in
simulating the propagation dynamics of signals in periodic
dielectric media [3].We simulate for TE mode, actual Mesh
used- 0.075μm (delta X) X 0.075μm (delta Z) with number of
mesh cells 400 (X) and 650 (Z). For result finalization the
simulation has been done for 4000 time steps. The Anisotropic
Perfectly Matched Layer (APML) boundary condition is used
with 20 layers. Figure1 shows the Simulation setup for
Convex-Convex lenses, 2D-light propagation during
simulation and finally resulted 3D-Poynting Vector & DFT E y
curve. Moreover, Fig.2 and Fig. 3 show the Simulation setup
and 2D focusing for Convex-Plane (A2), Plane–Convex (B2),
Concave-Concave (C2), Concave-plane (D2), Plane-Concave
(E2) Lenses.

(D1)
Figure 1.

(A1) Experimental Setup, (B1) 2D Simulation, (C1) Poynting
Vector, (D1) DFT E y

(A2)

(D2)

(B2)

(C2)

(E2)

Figure 2. Experimental Setup Convex-Plane (A2), Plane–Convex (B2),
Concave-Concave (C2), Concave-plane (D2), Plane-Concave (E2) Lenses.
(A1)
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and spatial resolution 9.22μm, 7.37μm, 7.84μm, 7.84μm (for
Rectangular, Hexagonal, BCC, FCC respectively) are found.
Thus, the best result is found for Rectangular photonic crystal
configuration (Table-15).

(A3)

(B3)

(C3)

(D3)

(E3)

Finally, with optimized parameter and photonic crystal
structure (rectangular)- DFT Ey curve (Figure4) for ConvexPlane, Plane–Convex, Concave-Concave, Concave-plane,
Plane-Concave Lenses are found. From those DFT Ey curves,
the maximum value and concentrations of DFT Ey across zero
position (along X-axis) is occurring for Concave-Concave
photonic lens. Moreover, sub-wavelength focusing are
occurred for all proposed photonic lenses i.e focusing from the
lenses will occur less than the half of the input signal
wavelength (Fig. 3). Therefore, the limitation of normal glass
lenses can be overcome by photonic lenses. Like convention
optical lens, photonic lens also having dependence on optical
axis and Concave-Concave photonic lens is the optimal
configuration for light focusing (Table-15).

(F3)

Figure 3. 2D focusing for (A3) Convex-Plane, (B3) Plane Convex, (C3)
Concave-Concave, (D3) Concave-plane and (E3) Plane-Concave Lenses.

IV.

RESULT ANALYSIS

We have done FDTD simulation for implementation of
optical focusing with Rectangular, Hexagonal, Face-centered
Cubic (FCC), and Body centered Cubic (BCC) photonic
crystals. For Convex-Convex lens (FCC), with hole radius(r)
increases, the focal length (f) and the spatial resolution (∆x)
decrease but DFT Ey increases. After, hole radius, r= 0.3μm,
we get no fixed focal length & spatial resolution (Table-1). In
all case, the lens radius(R=8.2μm) & lattice constant (Λ=1μm)
are kept constant.
Similarly, for Convex-Plane, Plane–Convex, ConcaveConcave, Concave-plane, Plane-Concave lenses with
Rectangular, Hexagonal, Face-centered Cubic (FCC), Body
centered Cubic (BCC) photonic crystals the hole radius,
distances or position of lenses from waveguide are varied
(Table- 1 to Table-10). The optimal values of distances or
position of lenses is zero μm, hole radiuses, r= 0.2μm (FCC),
r=0.3 μm (BCC, Rectangular), r=0.4 μm (Hexagonal).
Moreover, like convention optical lenses, the focal length (f)
of photonic lenses also decreases with increase of diameter of
lens (Table-11). From the variation of reflective index (n) of
the lens, the optimal value is found n= 1.4505(Table-12).
Finally, the dependence of variation of focal length(f), spatial
resolution (∆x) on input signal wave length(λ) is analyzed to
get optimal values, λ=1.55 μm (for TM Mode)(Table-14) .
But with TE Mode we get no focal length(f), spatial
resolution (∆x) before λ=1.35μm(Table-13).With optimized
parameters (Hole Radius(r), Positions, Reflective Index(n),
Input Signal wavelength(λ), lattice constant(Λ) etc. the
optimized values of focal lengths(f): 40μm, 32μm,34μm,34μm
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(A4)

(B4)

(C4)
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0.3 μm (BCC, Rectangular), 0.4 μm (Hexagonal), lattice
constant, Λ =1, distances or position of lenses is zero μm,
reflective index n=1.4505, focal length(f): 40μm, 32μm, 34μm,
34μm and spatial resolution(∆x): 9.22μm, 7.37μm, 7.84μm,
7.84μm (for Rectangular, Hexagonal, BCC, FCC). Finally,
with optimized parameters, Concave-Concave photonic lens is
found as optimal photonic lens for Rectangular crystal
structure that shows.
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Figure 4. DFT Ey curves for Concave-Concave(A4), Concave-Plane(B4),
Plane-Concave(C4), Convex-Convex (D4), Convex-Plane(E4), Plane-Covex
Lens(F4)

V.

CONCLUSION

An ideal case is considered without any temperature effect
but temperature will cause the change of the reflective index
and consequently to focal length (f) and the spatial resolution
(∆x) for TM Mode. For TE Mode, it will remain unaffected.
Moreover, unlike optical lenses- Sub-wavelength focusing has
been found for photonic lenses but axis dependence and
change of the focal length (f) with diameter is almost same.
With optimize parameters: Hole radiuses (r), 0.2μm (FCC),
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